Los Angeles Math Circle
Early Elementary II
March 10th, 2019

Pi Day Celebration Worksheet

Calculating the First Eight Digits of Pi

The answers to the following either problems will produce the first eight digist of pi. After you obtain an answer, please input your answer to the appropriate place below. Make sure to show your work for each of the problems.







Problem 1: You have $122. You want to buy tickets so that you and your friends can go to a concert. Each ticket was originally priced at $50. However, the concert placed a 10% off discount on the tickets one day. And then another 10% off discount on the tickets the next day. After these discounts are in place, how many tickets can you buy?














Problem 2: Holly picked up 2 times as many flowers as Brianna, and Casey picked up half as many flowers as Brianna. If the total number of flowers picked up was 7. How many flowers did Casey pick up?
















Problem 3: 12 bunnies can eat 48 carrots in 1 hour. How many bunnies would you need to eat 32 carrots in 2 hours?

















Problem 4: 2 pipes are filling a pool with water. One pipe takes 3 hours to fill up the pool on its own. The other pipe takes 2 hours to fill up the pool on its own. If both pipes are turned on when the pool is empty, how long will it take for the pool to be 5/6 full?


















Problem 5: Stacy takes a number and mutlipies it by 10. Then she subtracts 50. Then she adds 200. Then she divides that number by 100. Then she divides that number by 20. She ends with the fraction 1/10. What number did she start with?











Problem 6: There are 2 times as many girls as boys in a class. The teacher wants to put the class in groups of three. If there are 9 boys in the class, how many groups of three can the teacher make?













Problem 7: Exponents! We have worked on exponents a little bit in this class. 
	I know that…
	
1x1 = 1
	2x2 = 4 
	3x3 = 9
	And so on and so forth. 

How do I write the number 81 as an exponent?



What number is in the exponent? 









Problem 8: One third of a watermelon plus 20 pounds is equal to 5 times the same watermelon minus 8 pounds. How much does the watermelon weigh?
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